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Units 13– 14Units 13– 14

55

Ways of paraphrasing

•    You mean, …  (and repeat a short version of what your partner has just said).
•    So you’re saying that …… (and repeat)
•    So what you’re saying is,  ……(and repeat)
•    So you feel that ………(and repeat)

22

Ways of expressing abstract ideas

•    People seem / appear to find horror exciting / frightening.
•    People enjoy suspense / horror in films and novels. They like the excitement / the fear.
•    It seems / appears that people enjoy the feeling of …
•    Violence / horror on screen can be fun, when you know it’s fantasy / not real / unrealistic.

23

Expressing likes

•    I like working / to work with people.
•    I enjoy studying.
•    I love being independent / to be independent.
•    I don't mind working late. 
•    I'm keen on (= like a lot) swimming.
•    I'm crazy about (= love) cats. 

Expressing dislikes

•    I dislike making mistakes.
•    I don’t like doing / to do boring jobs.
•    I hate getting up early / to get up early.
•    I can’t stand people who…
•    I mind having to work late.
•    I’m not keen on swimming.
•    I’m not crazy about cats.

24

Ways of expressing regret about past events

•    I wish I had listened to their advice.
•    I wish I hadn’t taken drugs.

25

•    If only they had told me!
•    If I had known, I would have helped.

Paraphrase speaker A’s sentences using phrases from Language Bank 22 above.
1  A:  I really care about my privacy.                                         B:     ……………………………………………………..
2  A:  Speed cameras mean that people drive more slowly.          B:     ……………………………………………………..
3  A:  I don’t think RFID tags are a good idea.                            B:     ……………………………………………………..
4  A:  RFID tags are sometimes placed on airline luggage.            B:     ……………………………………………………..

Underline the abstract nouns in Language Bank 23. Now think of five more abstract nouns and write
sentences using them.
1  …………………………………………………………………………               2  …………………………………………………………………………
3  …………………………………………………………………………               4  …………………………………………………………………………
5  …………………………………………………………………………

Complete the dialogue with words and phrases from Language Bank 24.
1   A:  What aspects of work do you like?                     B:  Well, ……………………………………………………….….….
2   A:  Anything else?                                                B:  Yes, I …………………………………………………….….….….
3   A:  That's good. You start work very early, don't you? B:  Yes. Actually, I hate …………………………………………
4   A:  Me too. Do you have to work late sometimes? B:  Yes, but that's OK. I don't mind …………………………

Write sentences about these situations using the structures in Language Bank 25.
I got angry and argued with my girlfriend. Now she has left me.
1   ……………………………………………………………………                     2   ……………………………………………………………………
They suggested I catch the 9 o’clock train to get to the interview on time. I overslept and missed the train
so that I arrived very late. I didn’t get the job.
3   ………………………………………………….…………….…                     4   ……………………………………………………………………
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